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Abstract

for low-contrast scenes, while struggling for high-contrast
scenes at night with both low- and high-flux scene content.

High-dynamic range (HDR) imaging is an essential
imaging modality for a wide range of applications in uncontrolled environments, including autonomous driving,
robotics, and mobile phone cameras. However, existing HDR techniques in commodity devices struggle with
dynamic scenes due to multi-shot acquisition and postprocessing time, e.g. mobile phone burst photography, making such approaches unsuitable for real-time applications.
In this work, we propose a method for snapshot HDR imaging by learning an optical HDR encoding in a single image
which maps saturated highlights into neighboring unsaturated areas using a diffractive optical element (DOE). We
propose a novel rank-1 parameterization of the DOE which
drastically reduces the optical search space while allowing
us to efficiently encode high-frequency detail. We propose a
reconstruction network tailored to this rank-1 parametrization for the recovery of clipped information from the encoded measurements. The proposed end-to-end framework
is validated through simulation and real-world experiments
and improves the PSNR by more than 7 dB over state-ofthe-art end-to-end designs.

Although existing HDR imaging methods in widely deployed consumer smartphone devices [20, 45, 23] successfully overcome this limitation by acquiring bursts of captures, the combined capture and processing time of multiple
seconds [20] is prohibitive for many applications in robotics
and autonomous driving that demand real-time feeds.

1. Introduction
High dynamic range (HDR) imaging has become a commodity imaging technique as evident by its applications
across many domains, including mobile consumer photography, robotics, drones, surveillance, content capture for
display, driver assistance systems, and autonomous driving.
The pixels in conventional CMOS and CCD image sensors
act as potential wells that saturate when the well capacity
is reached. Unlike film, which provides a gradual compression of high intensities, digital image sensors thus suffer
from a hard cutoff at some peak intensity, so that information about the saturated bright regions is irrevocably lost.
By reducing the exposure time, brighter regions can be recovered, but at the cost of under-exposing, i.e., reducing
signal photons in darker image regions. As a result, single
captures of conventional sensors provide high fidelity only

Faster multi-capture imaging methods [6, 56, 42], relying on only 2-3 low-dynamic range exposures and hardware
exposure fusion, fail for higher dynamic scenes typical in
automotive and robotics applications. As an alternative,
emerging sensor designs multiplex exposures on the sensor [48, 64, 46], however, at the cost of spatial resolution
required for spectral or spatial information. Optical splitting methods using multiple sensors [62] are often not practical in an application due to their cost and footprint. To
tackle this issue, a line of recent work explores the hallucination of HDR images [9, 12] from single low-dynamic
range (LDR) captures. These methods can only rely on semantic context but no measurement signal to recover the
clipped HDR regions. In an alternative direction, Rouf et
al. [55] proposed a hand-crafted star filter attachment to optically encode lost information by spreading out saturated
highlights to nearby regions. Unfortunately, their approach
only achieves low image quality far below that of recent
hallucination approaches.
In this work, we revisit this idea, but by learning an
optical HDR encoding in an end-to-end optimization. To
this end, we jointly design the optical point spread function
(PSF) together with the inverse reconstruction method, i.e.,
the post-capture processing that recovers the latent HDR
scene from the input measurement, which we formulate as
an (RAW-)image-to-image neural network. However, we
found that applying existing end-to-end methods [60, 43]
easily finds a local minimum of the vast design space, parameterized by an unconstrained diffractive phase plate optic. Instead, we parameterize the diffractive element in the
proposed optical design with a rank-1 phase pattern. This
constrained PSF design spaces makes allows us to tailor the
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Figure 1: Due to pixel saturation, image detail in bright regions is lost in a single snapshot LDR image. Our camera, with
the learned optic prototype (left), captures LDR images where high-intensity image content is encoded through a series of
streaks (center left). This allows us to reconstruct the lost highlights (center, center right) with a specialized two-stage CNN.
architecture of the reconstruction network to the recovery
from such streak-encoded measurement. We optimize the
diffractive optic and reconstruction algorithm jointly in an
end-to-end optimization which finds a local minimum that
outperforms vanilla end-to-end designs with similar network capacity by more than 7 dB PSNR.
We demonstrate the proposed approach outperforms the
state-of-the-art snapshot HDR methods in simulation. We
prototype our design camera system by fabricating the DOE
and demonstrate on a broad set of experimental in-the-wild
captures, that this method generalizes to unseen scenarios, outperforming existing optical designs. Our method
is most effective for recovering concentrated high-intensity
light sources such as street lamps. In addition, we also
show that the proposed network is effective in removing
glare from in-the-wild automotive optics with windshieldinduced streaks.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We introduce a novel rank-1 parameterized optical design that learns to encode saturated information with a
streak-like PSF.
• We co-design a tailored reconstruction network which
first splits the unsaturated regions from the coded information and then recovers the saturated highlights
from the encodings.
• We validate the proposed method in simulation and
on real-world measurements acquired with a fabricated
prototype system. The proposed method outperforms
existing designs by over 7 dB in simulation.

2. Related Work
Multi-exposure HDR Imaging Traditionally, HDR imaging is performed by sequentially capturing LDR images for
different exposures and then combining them through exposure bracketing [37, 7, 52, 15, 41, 19]. This approach is
unsuitable for handling highly dynamic scenes and for fast
captures necessary for real-time applications. More rapid
HDR imaging can be realized with burst HDR acquisition

[20, 45, 23]. However, these techniques still suffer from
motion artifacts and require seconds for capture and processing for a single acquisition.
To alleviate motion artifacts, prior work has employed
HDR stitching [31, 33], optical flow [36], patch matching
[13, 14, 26, 30, 57], and deep learning [28, 29]. These
techniques have even enabled HDR videography, but the
post-processing cost makes them impractical for fast capture. Ultimately, these approaches attempt to find a tradeoff between densely sampling different exposures and postprocessing computation time.
HDR Snapshot Reconstruction A large body of work
has explored reconstructing HDR content from a single
LDR image, a process referred to as inverse tone-mapping.
Early work in this domain utilized heuristic approaches
[3, 8, 44, 53], but often does not provide satisfying HDR
reconstructions [1, 40]. Building upon these works, deep
learning has been used to hallucinate HDR content from
LDR images [9, 12, 47, 10, 66, 34, 35, 63, 39, 50, 27]. These
approaches generate plausible reconstructions of low-light
regions but fail to recover saturated details accurately.
Several approaches encode information into the captured
LDR image to allow for better estimation of highlights.
This can be achieved by modifying the sensor architecture
through spatially varying pixel exposures [48, 18], convolutional sparse coding [58], compressed sensing [16], or modulo cameras [68]. Drawbacks of these approaches include
the need for expensive custom cameras and loss of detail
in the low dynamic range. Furthermore, recovering highlights in scenes involving very large dynamic ranges is still
a challenge for these approaches. Instead of modifying the
sensor, other approaches place optical components in front
of conventional cameras to affect the captured LDR image.
Hirakawa et al. [24] utilized color filters to avoid saturation
of any single color channel. Rouf et al. [55] proposed to
use a known optical element to spread saturated information content into unsaturated regions. Although this allows
for high fidelity estimation of highlights, these techniques
leave noticeable artifacts in the unsaturated areas.
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End-to-end Optics Design Joint optimization of optics and
reconstruction has demonstrated superior performance over
traditional heuristic approaches in color image restoration
[4], microscopy[25, 32, 49, 59], monocular depth imaging
[5, 17, 21, 65], super-resolution and extended depth of field
[60], and time-of-flight imaging [38, 61].
We propose an end-to-end optimization framework for
single-shot HDR imaging. Drawing inspiration from Rouf
et al. [55], our optimized optic is a DOE that encodes
clipped highlights into specific unsaturated regions. The
ample design space of DOEs allows for rich optical encodings but has the unintended consequence of being challenging to optimize. As such, investigating a suitable parameterized model of the DOE becomes a critical design step.
Recent work, in parallel to ours, explores end-to-end optimization of optics for HDR imaging by directly learning
a heightmap for the DOE [43]. This approach causes the
DOE to produce shifted scaled copies of saturated content
that allow for HDR reconstruction but that are difficult to remove from the unsaturated regions. Another approach used
by Sitzmann et al. [60] is to represent the DOE with Zernike
polynomials, but this only allows the DOE to affect low frequencies and is inadequate for capturing high-frequency detail in HDR scenes.
In this work, we found that by constraining the DOE
height map model to a rank-1 phase pattern, our DOE learns
to produce streak patterns that are easy to remove from the
unsaturated regions but still allow for high fidelity reconstruction of saturated image content. We employ a structured multi-stage CNN, instead of a single-stage U-Net as
in [43], to perform these tasks step by step.

3. Image Formation Model
Our image formation model is illustrated in Figure 2. In
the following, we describe the individual parts of this forward model, directly parameterized in a way that can later
be used for end-to-end optimization.
Point Light Source. Our optical model begins with a
point light source placed 5 m in front of the DOE plane.
Like most camera systems, the PSF for our optical model
is depth dependent. We chose a 5 m focal point as a compromise for near and infinite scene depths. We also analyze
the robustness with varying depth, please refer to the supplemental material for details.
The point source generates a spherical wave. Upon the
arrival of the wavefront to the DOE plane the phase of the
wavefront can be expressed as
√ ′2 ′2 2
(1)
u− = A0 ejk x +y +z ,
where A0 is the amplitude, k = 2π/λ is the wave number,
and z is the distance from the point source and DOE center.
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Figure 2: Our optical forward model consists of a point light
source which generates a spherical wave that is modulated
by the DOE and focusing lens before being captured by the
sensor. The corresponding PSF is used to simulate images
captured by our camera prototype.
DOE Layer and Rank-1 Factorization. We then use a
DOE layer to modulate the incident wave and set the DOE
plane as the aperture A(x′ , y ′ ) of the whole optical system.
The modulated field can be expressed as
′

′

u+ = A(x′ , y ′ )u− ejk(nλ −1)h(x ,y ) ,

(2)

where nλ is the wavelength-dependent refractive index of
the DOE and h(x′ , y ′ ) is the height map of the DOE.
Existing end-to-end frameworks have used an unconstrained height map model for the DOE, where each location in the m × m height map is a learnable parameter
[60]. We found that this model has a tendency to produce
local minima in the form of very local encodings such as
shifted and scaled copies of highlights, as also shown in
parallel work [43], but rarely produces non-local encodings
such as streaks. Using these local encodings provides lower
quality HDR reconstructions as they are difficult to separate
from the unsaturated areas in the close neighborhood. We
note that alternative parameterizations such as a truncated
Zernike basis [60] are also not suitable for our application,
because even though it can model non-local encodings, it is
only suitable for low spatial frequencies and cannot encode
high-frequency content.
To tackle this challenge, we propose a novel rank-1 decomposition of the 2D height map which not only can encode high frequencies but also reduces the number of parameters touched in training. The height map at location
(x′ , y ′ ) is given by

h(x′ , y ′ ) = hmax σ vq⊤ ,
(3)
where v ∈ Rm×3 and q ∈ Rm×3 are trainable variable
basis pairs whose outer product describes the DOE height
map, σ is the sigmoid function, and hmax = 1.125 µm is
the maximum height that corresponds to 2π phase modulation at λ = 550 nm for fused silica. The sigmoid function
σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x ) is applied element-wise to vq⊤ to
clamp the range to [0,1].
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Our rank-1 parameterized model encourages global optical encodings, such as streaks, while still permitting local encodings, such as peaks. Furthermore, this parameterization produces a grating-like height map which is more
suitable for DOE fabrication. In addition to the rank-1 parameterization, we also use an additional constraint to assist the framework in finding proper optical encodings. To
ensure that highlights are encoded without severely affecting low-light regions, we adopt a regularization loss to constrain 94% of the energy into the center of the PSF and to
spread the remaining 6% into the surroundings. We found
that if we take our converged height map and continue optimizing without our rank-1 parameterization, then the optimized height profile is still maintained, which suggests that
we do indeed find a good local optimum. Please refer to the
Supplemental Material for details.
Focusing-Lens Layer. We place a well-corrected lens
(approximated as a thin lens) immediately behind the DOE.
This lens is responsible for focusing the image, and allows
the DOE to be purely optimized for the HDR encoding
without also requiring the focusing operation for broadband
illumination. The wave field u√
l can be expressed as
ul = u+ ejk(f −

x′2 +y ′2 +f 2 )

.

(4)

Fresnel Propagation Layer. We use the Fresnel approximation here to describe the field propagation from the
focusing-lens to sensor. Specifically, the field us at the sensor plane can be expressed as
us = F −1 {F{ul }H},

(5)

−jπλL(fx2 +fy2 )

where H(fx , fy ) = ejkL e
, with fx =
1/2∆x′ and fy = 1/2∆y ′ , is the Fresnel propagation kernel and L is the distance between the normal lens and sensor
plane. Finally, the PSF corresponding to the entire image
formation model is given by p ∝ |us |2 .
Sensor Model. The image captured by the sensor Is is
given by
Is = s(I ∗ p + η),
(6)
where I is the high dynamic range ground truth image, p is
the point-spread function of the optical system, η is sensor
noise, and s(·) is the camera response function that clips to
[0, 1]. Note that Is and I are both continuous variables.

4. End-to-end Design and Reconstruction
The proposed end-to-end imaging system consists of
three main parts: a differentiable optical model, a robust
network for recovering and separating the unsaturated image IU (i.e., pixel values in [0, 1]) from the residual information Ir encoded by the saturated image IS (i.e., pixel
values in [1, 28 ]), and a reconstruction network for inferring IS from Ir . In a final step, the recovered unsaturated
component IU and the recovered highlight component IS

are combined using a fusion network to predict the latent
HDR image I.
Differentiable Optical Model We implement the optical
model as described in Section 3.
Residual Splitting Network. We first discuss the network for reconstructing IU and separating this unsaturated
part from Ir . Our residual splitting network fU takes in the
coded LDR sensor capture Is and outputs a prediction ÎU
for the unsaturated image and a prediction Îr for the residual information:
ÎU , Îr = fU (Is ) .
(7)
Inspired by recent work on separation of reflection from
transmission in single-shot images [67], the network first
uses a pre-trained VGG model to extract feature maps.
Specifically, we used the pre-trained VGG-19 network to
extract “conv1 2”, “conv2 2”, “conv3 2”, “conv4 2” and
“conv5 2” feature maps and bilinearly upsampled them to
the input image size. These feature maps, along with the
input image, are then compressed to 64 channels by using
a 1 × 1 convolution layer before being fed through seven
3 × 3 dilated convolution layers with dilation rates from 1 to
64 (Dilated Full-Resolution Reconstruction Block in Fig 3).
Each dilated convolution layer has 64 channels. Finally, a
1 × 1 convolution layer is used to reduce to six channels,
three of which correspond to ÎU and the other three correspond to Îr . Each dilated convolution layer is followed by
a Leaky ReLu activation (slope = 0.2) and an instance normalization layer. The loss on the unsaturated pixels LU as
shown in Figure 3 forces this network to effectively split
streaks from the unsaturated image ÎU .
Highlight Reconstruction Network. After splitting the
unsaturated image from the residual encoding we then use
the residual to reconstruct highlights. Since the residual
encoding was produced by convolving the highlights with
our designed PSF, reconstructing the highlights becomes a
deconvolution problem. Our network fS thus takes in the
residual prediction Îr and outputs a prediction ÎS of the
 
highlights:
ÎS = fS Îr .
(8)
We rely on a variation of the U-Net architecture [54] to
deal with this deconvolution task. Specifically, our U-Net
has five scales with four consecutive downsamplings (maxpools) and four consecutive upsamplings (nearest neighbor
upsampling following by a 3 × 3 convolution layer). Each
layer uses a 3 × 3 kernel window except for the first layer
with 7 × 7 and the last layer with 1 × 1. Since the coded
information is in the range [0, 1] while the values to reconstruct are in the range [1, 28 ], we avoid using normalization
in the last two convolution layers to allow the network to
learn a large range of output values. Similar to the splitting network, the loss LS encourages high-fidelity highlight
reconstructions.
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Figure 3: Our end-to-end pipeline consists of the image formation model and CNN reconstruction. Our CNN is divided into
several stages that focus on separating the encoding from the captured LDR image, recovering the highlights, and fusing
the recovered unsaturated and saturated regions to produce the final HDR prediction. After fabrication our image formation
model is replaced by real-world captures.
Fusion Network. In order to avoid boundary artifacts
caused by combining ÎU and ÎS into a single image, we
adopt a light-weight fusion network fF to combine them and
create the final predicted HDR image ÎF :


ÎF = fF ÎU , ÎS .
(9)

during network fine-tuning. We assume that the edges of
the unsaturated image and the edges of the residual encoding are unlikely to overlap, and we apply this assumption
through an exclusion loss that penalizes correlation between
the predicted unsaturated image and the residual in the gradient domain. The exclusion loss is defined to be

The fusion network applies two 3 × 3 convolution layers
with 64 feature channels to ÎU and ÎS separately, concatenates the feature maps together, and then applies two 3 × 3
convolution layers with 32 and 3 feature channels to produce the final predicted output ÎF .

Lexcl = ktanh(ηU | ∇ÎU |) ⊙ tanh(ηr | ∇Îr |)kF , (12)
q
q
where ηU = kÎr kF /kÎU kF and ηr = kÎU kF /kÎr kF
represent normalization factors, and k · kF represents the
Frobenius norm.
In conclusion, the loss that is applied to the intermediate
output of the residual splitting network is

4.1. Loss Functions
Our loss functions consist of two intermediary losses LU
and LS which we apply to the intermediate outputs of the
residual splitting network and the highlight reconstruction
network respectively. We also apply a final loss LF to the
final output of our network. The total loss that we minimize
when training our network is given by

Loss on Saturated Regions To extract information and
perform deconvolution from the residual artifacts we use
the same VGG loss given in Eq 11 for the intermediate prediction of the saturated highlights:

LTotal = LU + LS + LF .

LS = βLVGG (ÎS , IS ).

LU = α1 LVGG (ÎU , IU ) + α2 Lexcl (ÎU , Îr ).

(10)

(13)

(14)

Loss on Unsaturated Regions We adopt a perceptual
loss as a metric of difference between the intermediate unsaturated image prediction ÎU and the ground truth unsaturated image IU . Our perceptual loss is defined using the
pre-trained VGG-19 network and is given by
X
νl kφl (x̂) − φl (x)k1 ,
(11)
LVGG (x̂, x) =

Loss on Fused Output We applied a Huber loss with
γ = 1/2 to the ground truth HDR image I and final network prediction ÎF :


LF = LHuber (Î + ǫ)γ , (I + ǫ)γ .
(15)

where {νl } are loss balancing weights and φl are the
feature maps from the l-th layer of pre-trained VGG19. Specifically, we use the “conv2 2”, “conv3 2”, and
“conv4 2” layers of the VGG-19 network.
To better separate the unsaturated region prediction from
the residual prediction, we apply an exclusion loss [67] Lexcl

We implement our rank-1 DOE height map model and
reconstruction network in TensorFlow. Our network assumes inputs are in the range [0, 1], and outputs are in the
range [0, 28 ]. The model is jointly optimized using the
Adam optimizer with polynomial learning rate decay. For
more details, please refer to the Supplemental Material.

l

4.2. Implementation and Training
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison across single-shot HDR
methods.
Methods

PSNR

HDR-VDP 2

Ours
Deep Optics [43]
Glare-HDR [55]
HDR-CNN [9]
LDR

48.26
40.30
32.23
34.06
33.57

74.47
67.96
56.76
54.34
52.43

Table 2: Ablation study with different PSFs and reconstruction networks.
PSF

Network

PSNR HDR-VDP 2

Ours
Ours
Ours
Dual Peak PSF [43]
Star PSF [55]
Dirac PSF

Ours
Deep Optics [43]
HDR-CNN [9]
Ours
Ours
Ours

48.26
37.91
33.51
43.08
42.62
37.25

74.47
61.30
52.66
70.25
68.03
63.45

4.3. Dataset
To ensure that our model accurately reconstructs highlights, we gathered HDR images that contain large dynamic
ranges with small saturated regions. These include a mix
of urban and rural scenes at night as well as indoor scenes
from 19 different sources, see Supplemental Material for a
complete list of dataset sources. To accommodate different image sizes we manually took 512 × 512 crops of the
images specifically located at where the saturated regions
were. After preprocessing, we had a total of 2039 images
for training and 36 images for testing.
As part of the sensor simulation, we saturate a random
percentage of pixels during training. That is, we multiply
images by a scale factor such that 1% to 3% of pixels are
larger than 1. After the scaling, we clip extreme pixel values, any pixel values larger than 28 are set to 28 . We also
augment the images using random rotations and flips. During testing, we saturate exactly 1.5% of the pixels in all test
images and again clip pixel values larger than 28 .

5. Evaluation and Comparisons
We evaluate our approach in simulation against recent
state-of-the-art single-shot HDR methods [43, 55, 9]. For
HDR-CNN we used their pre-trained model. For Rouf et
al.’s glare filter method, we applied an 8-point star PSF to
the image using their experimentally obtained glare filter.
For Deep Optics, we used the authors’ PSF and trained their
network on our dataset. Table 1 displays quantitative results
on the test set. PSNR is calculated in the linear domain with
a maximum value of 28 . HDR-VDP Version 2.2.1 was used
with default settings except for pixels per degree which was
computed using 24 inch diagonal display size, 512 × 512
resolution, and 1 m viewing distance. We report the Quality
Correlation score. Figure 4 shows qualitative comparisons
of our approach against others.

5.1. Ablation Study
We performed an ablation study to illustrate the benefits
of our proposed optical design and reconstruction network.
Table 2 compares performance when using different reconstruction networks. We found that our network was best
suited to HDR recovery with our learned PSF. Table 2 also
shows performance when using different PSFs with our re-

construction network. For these experiments, only the network was optimized, and the PSF remains fixed. We observed that our PSF outperforms alternative PSF designs.

6. Experimental HDR Captures
We fabricate the optimized DOE using multilevel photolithography techniques [51, 22]. Due to fabrication limitations, we first slice the continuous phase mask into four
layers with 24 = 16 phase levels. This results in a high
diffraction efficiency (theoretically more than 90%) [11].
By repeating the photolithography and reactive ion etching
(RIE) for four iterations, we fabricated the phase mask on
a 0.5 mm fused silica substrate with aperture size 9.16 mm
and feature size 6 µm. Please refer to the Supplemental Material for further fabrication details.
Our imaging pipeline uses a Sony A7 with a pixel pitch
of 5.97 µm, and the phase mask is closely placed in front
of a Zeiss 50 mm f/1.4 lens (recall that we do not model
the propagation between DOE and standard lens). Figure 5
shows that the real-world PSF matches the simulated PSF
with slight contrast loss due to manufacturing imperfections
and model approximations. Therefore, we perform a PSF
calibration step where we capture the real-world PSF and
then use it to fine-tune our reconstruction network. The
real-world PSF is obtained by placing a white point light
source 5 m away from the sensor, taking multi-exposure
(five) snapshots at 3 EV intervals, and then fusing the snapshots in linear space using MATLAB’s HDR toolbox.

6.1. Results
Figures 1 and 6 show real-world captures and reconstructions with our setup and reconstruction procedure. Reference images were taken by the same camera without the
DOE (same aperture and position) using exposure fusion as
described above for the PSF capture. In Figure 1, we correctly reconstruct highlights in the illuminated letters while
removing most of the encoding streaks. In Figure 6 the
left images show a brick wall where details are lost due
to the light sources. Our method recovers these details,
including color and structure. Note that our method succeeds despite interference between the background image
and our streak encodings. The middle images show that
our method also works for dynamic scenes with of flashing
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Figure 4: Visual comparison of different snapshot HDR methods in simulation. HDR-CNN [9] severely underestimates
the intensity of saturated regions. Glare-HDR [55] often leaves artifacts and fails to estimate highlights correctly. The
copied peaks for Deep Optics [43] sometimes overlap with the saturated areas and consequently are ineffective for highlight
reconstruction. Please zoom in to view image details, such as the fine structures within the saturated areas.
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Figure 5: Comparison of simulation versus the real-world
for the heightmap and PSF. Fine-tuning was performed with
the captured PSF.
strobe lights, which are challenging for burst HDR methods
as the bursts would not be synchronized with the strobe.
The right side shows that detailed reconstructions can be
obtained for high-intensity lamp regions.
The presented reconstruction results and additional results in the Supplemental Material validate the proposed
method for various scene types, including high-contrast
night time urban environments and indoor settings. However, it is important to use a low exposure time as our

method fails when the streaks are overexposed.
To evaluate real-time applicability we benchmarked the
reconstruction latency. Our unoptimized network in TensorFlow takes 530 ms on an Nvidia Titan RTX to process a
single LDR capture. After TensorRT optimization and network pruning our network takes 85 ms with fp32 precision
and 44 ms with fp16 precision on the same GPU.

7. Grating Optics In-the-Wild
This section explores reconstruction without a designed
optic, but with grating-like optics in the wild. As such,
front-facing automotive cameras suffer from glare induced
by thin lines of dust and dirt remaining on the windshield
after wiping [2], see Fig. 7. These thin streaks of dust are
oriented perpendicular to the windshield wiping orientation
on a typically curved windshield. As a result, they scatter light along streaks with varying orientation, which negatively impacts the imaging systems of autonomous vehicles
during night time driving. Removing these streaks could
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Figure 7: Automotive streaks are caused by grating-like patterns on the windshield. Applying our residual splitting network to the corresponding PSFs allows us to remove them.
improve performance for display applications, such as digital mirrors, as well as downstream computer vision tasks.
Although the PSFs corresponding to these streaks are
different from our learned PSF, we can still apply our residual splitting network for removing these streaks. To demonstrate this, we collected several night time driving video sequences. We modeled the streak PSF in these videos using
a 2-point star PSF, and we trained the residual splitting network using the same dataset from Section 4.3 and the unsaturated loss from Eq 13. To account for variations in the
rotation angle of the 2-point star PSF, we uniformly sampled the rotation angle within (−8, −2.5) ∪ (2.5, 8) radians
where 0 radians refers to the 2-point star PSF being parallel
to a vertical line. Example snapshots along with removed
glare results can be seen in Figure 7. For additional qualitative results, please refer to the Supplemental Material.

Limitations Like other optical encoding methods, our
method requires that the encoding streaks themselves are
not saturated. While we can ensure this for applications
where small, saturated regions are expected (e.g night time
driving and indoor navigation) our method does struggle
with larger saturated regions. Please refer to the Supplemental Matrial for further discussion and failure examples.
In the design phase, our simulation models how the DOE
affects narrow RGB bands, and using a model with finer
wavelength sampling would reduce the disparity between
the simulated PSF and the real-world captured PSF. However, note, that such a model would be more time consuming to train, difficult to optimize, and requires a large corpus
of HDR multispectral training data that does not exist today.
State-of-the-art GPUs allow us to achieve real-time latencies, requiring multiple GPUs for high sensor resolutions, but are impractical for low-power consumer applications. Porting to dedicated hardware, such as powerefficient ASICs or FPGAs, is an important next step.
Conclusion We present a novel approach tackling the
challenge of estimating HDR images from single-shot LDR
captures. To this end, we propose a rank-1 DOE encoding of
HDR content and a catered reconstruction network, which
when jointly optimized allow for snapshot HDR captures
that outperform previous state-of-the-art methods. Going
forwards, we envision making snapshot HDR capture truly
practical by extending our optical model to handle greater
scene information, such as depth and multispectral data, as
well as designing our algorithms for specialized hardware
for low-power processing at the edge.
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